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Supplier name:

Date for performing audit: 

Audit team: Representatives from supplier: 
Eva Holmén,  Vertical manager District energy Danfoss AB Heating 
Sweden (contact person for the framework agreement with Sinfra)
Mari Arbus, General manager Danfoss AB
Flemming Lynge Nielsen, Danfoss Group Sustainability Director
Lasse Sander Jorgensen, Danfoss Group Trade management 
Lars Vorm Rudnicki VP Indirect  Procurement & Supplier Quality
Johan Matic Sales director Sweden Heating Segment 
Susanne Grimhed Customer Service Country manager
Alexander Lagergreen Technical support manager Heating

Purpose with the audit:

Scope:

Possible focus areas:

Criteria:

Method: 

Documentation from the audit: 

Today's audit includes operations at: 
City: Linköping
Division: Danfoss AB Heating segment

The purpose with the audit it to:

 1.Ensure that our suppliers fulfill their commitments towards Sinfra’s members according to the framework agreement. 
 2.Follow up the reported answers of the suppliers as a service to our members, so that they can be sure that Sinfra’s suppliers take responsibility 

for their products and services with consideration to environment, ethics and social concerns. 
 3.Contribute to healthy compe on by controlling compliance of requirements, to prevent suppliers who do not meet the requirements from 

holding valuable framework agreements. 
 4.Contribute to the suppliers’ constant improvements of their work with sustainability. 
 5.Contribute to a dialogue with the supplier about the adjustment to a more sustainable organiza on, in that way contribu ng to a long-term 

plan.  

Representatives from Sinfra: 
Susanne Eriksson, Lead auditor
Jenny Stenström, Sustainability representative  Sinfra
Lars-Eric Larsson, Strategic Procurement Officer, Sinfra
Nabaz Dalshad, Tactical Procurement, Sinfra
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The revision team is deemed to be able to evaluate the sustainablity activities of the supplier in a meaningful way. 

a) Audit report (this document)

a) Document review
b) Assessment with reference to records
c) Digital tour at the Linköping site 
d) Interview with representatives from the supplier 

a) The framework agreement between the supplier and Sinfra
b) Reported responses from the supplier during the procurement process
c) Reported responses from the supplier in the sustainability evaluation from Sinfra 
d) Referenced documents and information from the supplier 

Process concering kring purchase och subcontractors
Process concering transportation and logistics
Process concering reporting, measuring och monitoring of key figures
Process concering tagets, action plans

#Classified as Business



Schedule: When: What: Representatives Danfoss: 
10.00-10.20 Introduction and presentation Eva Holmén

Mari Arbus
Flemming Lynge Nielsen
Lasse Sander Jorgensen

10.20-11.20 Part 1: Environment
Danfoss strategic environmental work with Science 
Based Targets and ambition to become Carbon Neutral 
2030
Follow up on Danfoss respons on in sustainability 
evaluation from Sinfra
Fossile free transports. What is the plan for the future? 
Environmental KPI´s. How does this work currently?

Eva Holmén
Mari Arbus
Flemming Lynge Nielsen

11.20-12.20 Lunch
12.20-13.20 Part 2: Digital tour of the Danfoss operations in 

Linköping
Logistics processes from order from a member of Sinfra 
to delivery, assembly, installation at the purchasing 
member site. Danfoss procedures for handling 
complaints, how does this work in general?  

Eva Holmén
Mari Arbus
Johan Matic 
Susanne Grimhed 
Alexander Lagergreen 

13.20-14.20 Part 3: Sustainable supply chain
Danfoss procedures for sustainable supply chains. How 
is demands and guidelines communicated and followed 
up? How is supply audits being performed? Samples. 

Eva Holmén
Mari Arbus
Flemming Lynge Nielsen
Lasse Sander Jorgensen

14.20-15.00 Closing meeting and summing up Eva Holmén
Mari Arbus
Flemming Lynge Nielsen
Lasse Sander Jorgensen

Deadline actions: Within 30 days, i.e. at the latest 2020-08-29, the supplier shall inform Sinfra about planned actions if they are not already closed. Within 90 days, 
i.e. at the latest 2020-10-29, the supplier shall inform Sinfra of taken actions and confirm that the non-conformities are closed.  

#Classified as Business



Non-conformity
Suggested improvement

Audited company: OK

Date: 

Interview Criteria Requirement Control question Assessment
Description of  Non-
conformity/ Suggested 
improvement

Comment

Part 1 Environment

Danfoss strategic work on 
environment

Danfoss Sustainability 
Report 2019, page 4

Danfoss states in Sustainability Report: 
"Joining the decade of action, Danfoss has 
set itself new ambitious targets to become 
CO₂ neutral by latest 2030
with a focus on energy efficiency first.
As a step towards turning our ambitious 
decarbonization commitment into action, 
Danfoss has joined the Business Ambition for 
1.5°C and the group of leading companies 
behind the Science Based Targets initiative."

Please describe your current sustainability strategy and 
ambition to become Climate Neutral in 2030. Tell us more on 
your work to set Science Based Targets. How far have you 
come in this work? Do this include the whole Danfoss Group 
including Swedish operations at Danfoss AB? Do you have 
data to show us? What are the next steps? 

Please describe your actions on becoming Climate Neutral in 
2030, which actions have you taken? Which actions are you 
planning? Are there milestone targets for 2020, 2021? 

Followup question: what are your plans when it comes to 
carbon offsetting, are you going for offsetting programmes of 
any specific quality levels? 

OK

In 2020, Danfoss started working with Science Based Targets. In 2021, the Danfoss Group 
will submit their Science Based Targets for approval. Today, all data for scope 1 and 2 are 
ready, but scope 3 still requires some work during this year. Work will be done to set 
ambitious but realistic targets during 2020-2021. 

The Danfoss Group has the ambition to become CO2 neutral by 2030, which includes all 
factories and sales offices. Right now the focus lies primarily on making the electricity 
CO2 neutral, and becoming more energy efficient. The first priority is to make Power 
Purchase Agreements (PPA) with utility providers to source green electricity from new 
(and thereby additional) production capacity (e.g. windmills). If PPAs is not an option in a 
given country, we will consider if carbon offsetting is the right mechanism to use as a 
temporary measure until PPAs can be used. If carbon offsetting is to be used, Danfoss are 
going for gold standard certificates in order to secure that the total effect is positive. 

Fossilfree transports

Sustainability assessment 
report section 2.2 f), 

Danfoss Sustainability 
Report 2019, page 4

Question: Can you provide fossilfree 
transports during delivery of your products 
and/or services? Danfoss response: "no"

Danfoss states in Sustainability Report: "We 
are now working on plans to transition the 
company’s
energy consumption to renewable sources 
and its current
company car fleet to electric vehicles by 
latest 2030, given
that the necessary infrastructure will be in 
place."

Please describe the current situation on fossile free transports. 
What are the future plans ahead? Describe your ambitions 
and strategies, plans, processes and action plans. Please 
describe both the Danfoss Group level as well as the local 
Swedish level for Danfoss AB. 

OK

Danfoss are now working on plans to transition the company’s energy consumption to 
renewable sources and its current company car fleet to electric vehicles by latest 2030, 
given that the necessary infrastructure will be in place. The Danfoss Group has the 
ambition to become CO2 neutral by 2030, which includes making the entire company car 
fleet electric by 2030 at the latest which was decided 2019. During 2020, a strategy for 
implementing this is being created. Danfoss has started by having electric car 
ambassadors, mostly in Denmark, but also in other Nordic countries. This process is being 
started in Sweden as well, a discussion is being had with the leasing company for the 
company cars. 

Transports of Sinfra's products are not delivered by Danfoss, but by transport companies 
who do not offer 100 % fossil free transports (yet). Since transports are global and not 
within only Sweden, Danfoss AB does not have a specific KPI of fossil free transports 
to/within Sweden yet. The focus is to find global KPI's for the emissions first, since 
Danfoss is a global company, and this will be part of scope 3 of the Science Based 
Targets.  Danfoss AB would be able to deliver statistics/data in relation to the emissions 
down to shipment level. Danfoss AB are able to deliver KPI reports which identifies the 
current performance level in relation to agreed transportation lead time etc. 
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Interview Criteria Requirement Control question Assessment
Description of  Non-
conformity/ Suggested 
improvement

Comment

KPIs environment
Sustainability assessment 

report section 1.5 a)

Question: Have you identified key 
performance indicators within your business 
for environment? Danfoss response: "Yes"

a) Please show us your key performance indicators for 
environment at Danfoss. 
b) Please explain the current process of green KPIs. Which KPIs 
is your most central KPIs?  
c) What are the results? Do you have data to share with us 
from the Danfoss Group and Danfoss AB? 
d) What are your plans and strategies for the future when it 
comes to green KPIs?  

OK

For the Danfoss Group as a whole, Danfoss measures KPI's like energy efficiency, energy 
consumption and water consumption. All factories are ISO 14001-certified, and 
complement these KPI's with specific KPI's based on the type of factory. For the Sinfra 
contract, 2 factories (Gemina and Poland) and 1 storage (CDC) facility are involved. 
Danfoss presented KPIs for these facilities regarding  water, electricity, natural gas and 
CO2 emissions during 2017-2019. CO2 emissions decreasing in 2019 compared to 2017 
for all these three facilities. 

Part 2 Logistics

General General

General information on the company Please describe the Danfoss AB operations in Linköping and 
the part of the business relating to the deliveries within Sinfra 
frame agreement. Describe the Danfoss AB company in 
relation to the Danfoss group company structure. 

OK

Danfoss Group is a family owned foundation with headquarter in Denmark. Danfoss 
group have approx 28000 employees worldwide with factories in 23 countries and sales 
offices in 100 countries. Danfoss AB, which is the agreement party for Sinfra frame 
agreement is the Swedish Danfoss filial and the frame agreement applies to the Danfoss 
Heating Segment. There is also a Danfoss Power Solutions company in Sweden, but this 
audit and the frame agreement applies to Danfoss AB and Heating. Danfoss AB have 
offices in Linköping, Stockholm and Gothenburg and consist of approx 76 employees 
(whereof 25 employees within Danfoss Heating in Sweden). 

Logistic process Frame agreement

Excerpt from valid frameagreement: 
§ 5 Leveranstider och avrop 
Utifrån tilldelningskriteriet, ”bästa 
förhållande mellan pris och kvalitet” i det 
enskilda fallet kan medlem avropa/beställa 
från den leverantör som erbjuder de 
ekonomiskt mest fördelaktiga villkoren för 
dem. 
Om speciella krav förekommer från medlem i 
samband med leverans, såsom lokala 
bestämmelser, leverans vid vissa tidpunkter, 
etc. ska detta överenskommas i förväg och 
skriftligen bekräftas av leverantören.

(English translation of frame agreement 
clause:
§5 Delivery time and call-offs 
Based on the award critierion, "best 
price/quality ratio" in that individual case 
members can call off/order from a supplier 
that offer the best economically 
advantageous conditions for them.  If there 
are special requirements from a member in 
connection to delivery, such as local 
requirements, delivery at certain times etc, 
this must be agreed in advance and 
confirmed in writing by the supplier)

Describe the process from call-off or order placed by one of 
Sinfra´s member organizations, to an invoice to Sinfra. Include 
purchase order, order confirmation, delivery at the ordering 
member and the invoice sent to Sinfra in your answer. 

OK

The purchase order from the member organization is send to the Danfoss customer 
service and an order confirmation is sent back including delivery date. If the delivery date 
is changed a new order confirmation is sent from Danfoss (this can be adapted to the 
need of the purchasing member). There is a Track & Trace function so that the purchaser 
can track the goods and delivery. After delivery the invoice is sent to Sinfra. In general the 
variations  from one order to another (and one member organization to another) is 
possible to handle within this process and in general this process works well. 
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Interview Criteria Requirement Control question Assessment
Description of  Non-
conformity/ Suggested 
improvement

Comment

Delivery time Frame agreement

Excerpt from valid frameagreement: 
4.3 Leveranstider
Utifrån följande bedömningsmall, ange ett 
alternativ för leveranstid för lagervara 
alternativt beställningsvara. 

(English translation of frame agreement 
clause:
4.3 Delivery times
Based on the following assessment template, 
specify an option for delivery time for stock 
or order item)

Describe the level of performance when it comes to 
maintaining delivery time for stock items (1 week) and order 
item (3 weeks) as promised in the frame agreement

OK

Description of the processes was presented. The main volumes of stock items is sent from 
the cental warehouse in Denmark to the customer. Spare parts are mainly sent from the 
Linköping filial. Order items (ie products designed based on customer needs and 
preferences) is mainly sent from the factory in Poland. The promised delivery time is the 
maximum time for delivery and usually delivery is made much faster than this. 

Part 3 Complaint handling

Delivery inspections/control 
check

Warranty and complaints 
handling

Frame agreement

Excerpt from valid frameagreement: 
§ 7 Leveranskontroll
Mottagande medlem (beställaren) skall ta 
emot materialet och godkänna leveransen 
med avseende på rätt mängd och rätt 
material samt varornas skick och funktion.

(English version of frame agreement clause: 
§7 Delivery inspection/control check
The receiving member (the customer) must 
upon receiving the delivered goods approve 
the delivery with regards to the correct 
amount and correct material as well as the 
condition and function of the goods. )

Excerpt from valid frameagreement: 
§ 9 Garanti och säkerhet
Garantitid för offererade produkter ska vara 
5 år i övrigt gäller NL 09. Eventuella 
garantiärenden hanteras direkt mellan 
leverantören och avropande medlem men 
Sinfra ska informeras. Motsvarar leveransen 
inte kraven av angivna kraven vid 
leveranskontroll är leveransen inte godkänd. 

(English version of frame agreement clause: 
§7 Warranty and security
Warranty period for offered products must 
be 5 years, otherwise NL 09 applies. 
Potential warranty claims is handled directly 
between the supplier and the ordering 
member but Sinfra must be informed. If the 

Describe your process for handling complaints. Describe the 
activities if a customer to not approve the delivery. 
Describe your process for handling complaints when a 
customer has raised an complaint within warranty period. 
Describe your procedure for root cause analysis and scope 
when you have received a warranty claim and where the 
analysis show that there is a product deficiency. 
Describe your procedure for handling non-conformities 
internally. How is this being documented and handled 
internally? 
How many warranty claims have occured between our 
members and you? 

OK

Description of the process flow was presented. In case of transport damaged goods or 
other deficient delivery or defect product, this is handled promptly. The process of 
handling a warranty issue can start either after identifying an error in conjunction with 
delivery or when putting the product into operation at a different time from the time of 
delivery. The front line support in Poland will gather information on the issue and judge if 
the front line support can solve the issue or if it need to be escalated to technical support. 
Transport damages would be claimed towards the transport company. Depending on the 
damage the product might be sent back to the factory or if suitable the customer welder 
will fix the problem and send an invoice back to Danfoss. After issue solved the product 
need to be pressure tested again in order to assure  5 year warranty. The factory will 
perform an investigation in order to follow up and see if there is a general problem that 
can be prevented from happening again. 

If the issue is a technical complaint within the warranty period, the issue will be handled 
by Technical support. Depending on the type of issue the problem might  be solved over 
phone or by sparepart replacement by either the customer or technician from Danfoss. If 
the customer replace the spare part the customer will send an invoice to Danfoss. There 
will allways be an investigation in order to follow up and see if there is a general problem 
that can be prevented from happening again for example in manufacturing process or by 
revising and communicating a clearer instruction for installing the product. 
Numbers of warranty cases during Sinfra frame agreement period 2018-2020: 
2018: 35 
2019: 25
2020:14 YTD
Some of the cases are handled by good will.   
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Interview Criteria Requirement Control question Assessment
Description of  Non-
conformity/ Suggested 
improvement

Comment

Part 4  Sustainable supply chain

Supply chain
Sustainability assessment 

report section 3.0

Question: Do you use subsuppliers or 
subconsultants within the scope of the frame 
agreement with Sinfra? Danfoss answer: 
"no"

The products supplied through the frame agreement with 
Sinfra, are they from Danfoss own manufacturing or are the 
external suppliers in addition to Danfoss own production? 
Where is the manufacturing taking place regarding the 
delivered Danfoss products? Is it from the Danfoss group 
meaning that the procured products in Danfoss AB is from the 
Danfoss group? 

OK

Danfoss AB only purchase products from within the Danfoss Group, but the Danfoss 
Group do have suppliers from a global supply chain. The components are worldwide, but 
the products and assembly are from within Europe (mostly Poland and Denmark, some 
eastern Europe). 

Legal compliance in supply chain
Sustainability assessment 

report section 1.6 b)

Question: Do your company have a 
compliance program to secure that you 
comply to legal requirements in the 
countries that you operate in? Danfoss 
respons: "Yes, we set up a requirement that 
all suppliers shall comply to Danfoss code of 
conduct"

Can you please describe how Danfoss secure that the local 
legal requirements where Danfoss operates is complied with, 
especially in the manufacturing sites? 
For example: RoHS and REACH, how do you make sure that 
the products produced outside of EU comply to RoHS and 
REACH? Sample chosen from frame agreement price list: 
article number: 144H1403, 144H1439, 144H1440, 144H1490 
and 144H1408 

OK

Danfoss AB have implemented procedures to check compliance to legal requirements 
when procuring articles from suppliers and assembly to place on Swedish market. Regard 
RoHS, the sample of articles (article number: 144H1403, 144H1439, 144H1440, 
144H1490 and 144H1408) are all applicable to the  exemption in the RoHS-directive.  This 
means that the articles are compliant with the RoHS directive 2011/65/EU and 
2015/863/EU as they apply to the exemption 6c which will expire in 21st July 2021. 
Heavy duty stations PL32 products belongs to category 11 with exemptions valid until 
2024. 

Evidence of compliance to RoHS (including latest revision), Low Voltage Directive, 
Machine Directive etc was presented by Danfoss. EU Declaration of Conformity was 
presented by Danfoss to the audit team (saved as evidence at Sinfra supplier audit 
folder). 

Communication of Sinfra Code 
of Conduct for suppliers 

Sustainability assessment 
report section 1.9 b)

Danfoss Sustainability 
report 2019 page 22

Question: How do you work with compliance 
to Sinfra code of conduct for suppliers? 
Danfoss respons: "we check that Sinfra code 
of conduct is complied with"

Can you describe this a bit deeper, how is this performed? 
Show us examples of how you communicate the requirements 
and follow up on complaince when it comes to work 
conditions in supply chain for example when it comes to: 
a) Conflict minerals
b) Heavy metals
c) Chemicals found on the Candidate list (Substance of Very 
High concern)

Clauses about conflict minerals are included in the contracts with the suppliers. The 
suppliers sign up to have a notification from Danfoss if there are any changes in the 
policy about conflict minerals. Danfoss has a partnership with an external company who 
supports with this issue, to make sure the suppliers are complying. This company are 
experts at explaining what information Danfoss wants from the supplier. It is sometimes 
difficult to get all the information from the suppliers. 

RoHS and REACH is handled de-centralized. The smaller units make their own templates 
fot their products and send these to the Danfoss procurement staff who works with the 
suppliers to make sure they are compliant. 

Danfoss has a central group looking into what changes are coming, coordinating the 
processes etc. But the local units are primarily responsible for checking the current state 
of their products, and for providing the local law competence, for example when Sweden 
are ahead of the central demands from EU. 
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Interview Criteria Requirement Control question Assessment
Description of  Non-
conformity/ Suggested 
improvement

Comment

Supply chain
Sustainability assessment 

report section  3.1-3.2

Question: Regarding demands on suppliers; 
which methods are you using to forward 
ethical, environmental and social criterias on 
your suppliers that harmonise with the Sinfra 
code of conduct? Danfoss respons: "not 
applicable". (Comment: this was because of 
the judgement that Danfoss have no 
external suppliers, only from within the 
Danfoss group. Therefore the form shows 
"non applicable" as response) 

Can you plese explain your answers to the sustainability 
evaluation as you describe a number of activities in your 
sustainability report? 
Do you perform a risk assessment of your supply chain to 
identify risks where the code of conduct is not met? Please 
describe. 
Can you please show us one or two samples from your supply 
chain procedures so that we can see that the procedures are 
followed? 

OK

Danfoss has an onboarding process for new suppliers. When there is a new supplier 
Danfoss performs a risk assessment and evaluates the supplier based on a criteria sheet. 
A sourcing committee judges the suppliers before they are approved. When there is a 
new supplier, Danfoss always does a two day audit, looking at both code of conduct 
compliance and quality. Danfoss' code of conduct is based on UN's Global Compact and 
environmental aspects. Danfoss uses their own educated auditors in Europe, and external 
auditors outside of Europe. A contract compliance is signed by both parties. The supplier 
also signs the code of conduct and promise to comply with the CoC. Danfoss has a 
Supplier Quality Manual for both new and existering suppliers, available on the website.

Danfoss started this process for evaluating suppliers about 8 years ago, and has not yet 
had the opportunity to audit all over 4000 suppliers. For current suppliers, Danfoss judges 
the highest risks suppliers and focus on them for audits. All new suppliers also get 
audited. Danfoss has 15 auditors around the world, and they do about 6 audits a month.  
All serious high risks must be reported and are investigated. There are about 3-4 reported 
risks a year, mostly from new suppliers and suppliers outside of Europe.

Danfoss showed us samples of Chinese supplier (not namned in this report because of 
information security reasons but shown for the audit team from Sinfra). Approval 
procedures followed.  Supplier CoC signature from 2019-04-06 version 7.3 of the CoC.
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Interview Criteria Requirement Control question Assessment
Description of  Non-
conformity/ Suggested 
improvement

Comment

Supply chain
Danfoss Sustainability 
Report 2019, page 24

You refer to your sustainability report and 
there in page 24, you say: "Responsible 
sourcing
Danfoss continues the company's systematic 
work with responsible supplier management.
Our Code of Conduct for suppliers, which all 
existing and new suppliers are required to 
accept and sign, defines our requirements on 
environmental, social and ethical issues. The 
Code of Conduct also deals with modern 
slavery and human trafficking to ensure that 
all suppliers act in accordance with the 
guidelines and regulations in these areas.
We perform regular supplier audits to verify 
compliance and to ensure that any non-
compliance is addressed. Follow-up audits 
are conducted to follow up on matters such 
as in- adequate safety measures, missing or 
blocked emergency exits, incorrect handling 
or storage of hazardous chemicals and 
discharge of wastewater etc.
Training of all Danfoss employees, who have 
contact with suppliers is done on an ongoing 
basis to ensure that they are familiar with 
our Code of Conduct and their roles and 
responsibilities. The training consists of 
multiple modules, primarily as online 
training.
In 2019, based on spend, the compliance to 
Danfoss requirements was documented on 
all suppliers with a score of 94% against a 
score of 90% in 2018."

Can you please describe how your supplier audit work, do you: 
A) do a risk assessment in order to audit high risk suppliers 
when it comes to risk for non-compliance?
B) audits on-site?
C) interview representatives from staff/employees in addition 
to owner or employer? 
D) Follow up in case you find a seroius non-conformity during 
audit? 

OK

A) Yes, there is a backlog of suppliers to audit and we have decided to audit all new 
suppliers and also high risk suppliers
B) Yes, we audit both through self assessment and on-site with trained auditors
C) Yes, Danfoss always meets the local staff during audits to hear about the working 
conditions and safety conditions from them directly, for example regarding overtime and 
vacation days. 
Danfoss is working to improve even further the ways to explore working conditions. 
D) Described example of one case where a serious non-conformity was reported recently. 
That was reported to the CoC-committee where representatives from Danfoss 
sustainable supply chain is represented and where consequences are decided upon. 
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